In order to offer a faster and precise service on your 3D exterior renderings, please describe us the characteristics of materials used in your project, because it might not be noticeable in the files we receive.

Follow this short guideline considering that images are only examples and indicate on type, color and material of different elements.

The more information you provide us with, the faster and accurate will we be!

### ROOF TYPE

- roof tiles (eg clay, terracotta tile)
- metal panels (color when indicated Eg. indicate RAL code)
- presence of solar or photovoltaic panels

Report us any other particularity.

### FACADE TYPE

- smooth (eg indicate RAL code)
- brick (specify color)
- wooden (eg type of wood)

### EXTERNAL DOORS MATERIAL

- aluminum (eg indicate RAL code)
- wood (eg type of wood)

### FENCING TYPE

- gratings (eg indicate RAL code)
- wooden fences
- brick wall

### EXTERNAL PAVEMENT TYPOLOGY

- tiles
- stoneware or cement tiles
- porphyry
- pavement color